Effect of muscle tensing on cerebral oxygen status during sustained high +Gz.
Successful monitoring of oxyhemoglobin during +Gz exposure was recently achieved using near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS). To assess the effects of muscle tensing on sustained +Gz tolerance, we measured muscle activity and cerebral oxygen status (COS) during anti-G straining maneuvers at sustained high +Gz. We exposed 21 male pilots wearing CSU-13/P anti-G suit to two different centrifuge profiles: 1) short-term repeated exposure (5 to 20 s) at 4, 5, 6, 5.5, or 7 Gz; 2) sustained exposure to a + 7Gz plateau for 30 s. During the Gz exposures, surface electromyographic (EMG) measurements were taken from the vastus medialis (VM) and rectus abdominis (RA) muscles. At the same time, the COS was recorded from the left forehead area using a commercial NIRS system. Mean muscular tensing for each muscle was calculated as a percentage of maximal voluntary contraction (% MVC). Oxyhemoglobin (O2Hb) and total hemoglobin (sum of O2Hb and deoxyhemoglobin) were decreased during both short-term and sustained +Gz exposure. RA muscle tensing was positively correlated with changes in the concentration of O2Hb during sustained + 7Gz exposure (r = 0.540, p < 0.05). RA tensing ranged from 6.2 to 36.8%MVC, and O2Hb ranged from -41.3 to -7.28 micromol x L(-1) during the exposures. No significant correlation was observed between VM tensing and O2Hb. NIRS measurements confirmed that a muscle straining maneuver increases G tolerance. Higher RA muscle tensing helps preserve brain blood volume during sustained high +Gz.